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EMISSIONS OF FOGO VOLCANO, CAPE VERDE
FIRST RESULTS OF SO2, CO2 AND TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS 

K. D. Pfeiffer

The following project I accomplished within the framework of a 6-month Leonardo da Vinci scholarship and due to the support through  scientists from Lisbon, Cambridge and Heidelberg:
Prof. Dr. Joao Fonseca (Instituto Superior Técnico), Prof. Maria Ondina Figueiredo (Universidade Nova de Lisboa), BA PhD Clive Oppenheimer (Cambridge University), Prof. U.Platt (University of Heidelberg)

Abstract: In January and February 2004 first real-time measurements of volcanic gas emissions on Fogo volcano were carried out. The 
observations were focused on "Cha das Calderas", a 10 km wide Caldera of Fogo island that lies 1700 m above the sea level. In Cha das 
Calderas the 1995 eruption site "Pico Pequeno" (map, site D & E), the 2829 m high "Pico de Fogo" (map, site F) and two small villages (map, 
site A) are located. Both, the 1995 eruption site and the Pico de Fogo show significant degassing activity by fumaroles. The emissions of SO2, 
CO2 and temperature were measured at various fumaroles as well as in the areas of settlement in order to estimate the background level inside 
the Caldera. At each site time-series from 24h up to one week with a frequency of 30 seconds were taken for CO2 and temperature. The SO2 
emissions were measured by means of MiniMaxDoas. Vertical profiles were taken at the fumarole fields at Pico Pequeno and Pico de Fogo. 
Horizontal profiles were measured over the whole Caldera. These first investigations show significant evidence for a high background degassing 
for the whole Caldera. This is shown best by the CO2 values, which exceed the Pettenkofer value (1000 ppm) even in the areas of settlement 
and is therefore of  relevance to the population, especially if the same pathways are used by toxic metals which have been observed in 
incrustations and sublimates at Pico Pequeno. Comparing the two fumarole fields at Pico Pequeno and Pico de Fogo, significant difference in 
their characteristics could be determined. Temperatures up to 600°C were measured at Pico Pequeno whereas the fumaroles at Pico de Fogo 
only reached lower temperatures up to 150°C. In contrast to Pico Pequeno, higher water content and the presence of H2S could be detected at 
the fumaroles of Pico de Fogo". In general all observed fumaroles showed a low water content. 

Methods: CO2 measurements (black curves) were carried out 
with a ZIROX diffusion type sensor (Galvanic solid electrolyte 
cell - potentiometric measuring method) with a range of 1-
5000ppm. For temperature measurements (blue curves) a Pt-
1000 thermo-element was used. Both CO2 and temperature 
values were recorded at an interval of 30 seconds at different 
sites: 	

- Ambient air background in areas of settlement (Fig.2)
- Ground emission from fissures  (Fig.5 & 6)
- Closed Lavatubes (Fig.3 & 4)
- Fumaroles at the 1995 eruption site  (Fig.7)

Air temperature (turquoise curves) was additionally recorded 
for each site at the same time interval. SO2 emissions were 
measured by MiniMaxDoas (Multi Axis Differential Absorption 
Spectroscopy). 2500 spectra were scanned as horizontal 
(dotted arrows) and vertical (plain arrows) profiles (see Map) 
inside the Caldera, both from distance and directly at the 
expected SO2 emitting sources. The main sites of interest 
were the Pico de Fogo and the 1995 eruption site Pico 
Pequeno. The necessary Fraunhofer Reference spectra were 
taken outside the Caldera facing the clean air over the 
Atlantic. The spectral data were recorded at an interval of 30-
60s depending radiation conditions.
                     													                      

Results: For all sites elevated CO2 levels were detected. If we take into account that the mean global CO2 level for ambient air is 350 ppm and the 
comfort limit (Pettenkofer Value), above which physiological effects occur, is 1000ppm, the recorded CO2 emissions in Cha das Calderas constitute a 
possible risk. Sites at some distance to the 1995 eruption site and near to the Bordeira show CO2 values of 1300/1400 ppm. At sites that are nearer or 
directly at the 1995 eruption site, significantly higher levels of 1500-2500 ppm CO2 were detected. The most striking and at the same time 
controversial pattern occurs at the fumarole site D (Fig.7) with a daily temperature minimum, which is shortly followed by a daily CO2 maximum at 
~18.00 UTC. A repeat measurement (Fig.11) at the same location on another day shows the same pattern for the fumarole temperature. Unfortunately 
the CO2 sensor was already destroyed by aggressive gases at that time, therefore the following graphs will show only temperature measurement. 
Fig.10 shows that the daily minima of the fumarole´s temperature at site III is contemporaneous with the daily maxima of air temperature at ~14.00. 
This is the only observed fumarole, which shows such a regular pattern of daily recurrence. All other observation sites seem to behave independently 
of daily recurring events. In Fig.13 air and soil temperature and air pressure from inside the Caldera are displayed. It demonstrates the expected 
twice-a-day air pressure maxima of tropical regions and gives reason to exclude a possible response of the fumarole to air pressure. 
Spectral data show significant SO2 emissions in the entire Caldera and not only at sites of fumarole activity.

Fig.1: Cha das Calderas. Pico Pequeno and Pico de Fogo in the background.

Fig.2: Ambient air. Fig.3: Closed lava-tube. Fig.4: Same spot as fig.3, but longer period. 
CO2 concentration still rises in  lava-tube.

Fig.5: Degassing ducts in consolidated lapilli dunes.

Fig.6: Degassing ducts in consolidated lapilli dunes.

Fig.7: Fumarole temperature and 
CO2 at surface one meter apart.

Fig.11: Fumarole and ambient air. Same spot as fig.7.Fig.10: Fumarole in the north flank sulphure 
field, at the top of 1995 eruption site.

Fig.9: Fumarole in the south flank sulphure 
field, at the top of 1995 eruption site.

Fig.8: Fumarole in the south flank sulphure 
field, at the top of 1995 eruption site.

Map: Measurement sites in Cha das Calderas. 
Year dates for lava flows in historic times are shown. 

Fig.12: Air-, soil temperature and air pressure from the meteorological station at Portela of January and February 2002.

Fig.13: MiniMaxDoas at Pico Pequeno. 600m high caldera rim in the background.


